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1. Student Enrollment
2. Students disconinuing the course due to marriage
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Didnt ask

Weavers; Construction Workers; Farmers; Auto Rickshaw drivers

The parents are paying an extremely nominal fee for boarding; lodging 
and classes

Didnt ask

Parents and Students appear to be benefitted very well by the course and
its format

Cheaper alternative to a Bachelors in Nursing that will enable 
their daughters to be financially independent and be able to take care of
the health of the whole family

Fee for enrollment



Lower cost of enrollment compared to a Bachelor's degree and course
completion in 2 years. More practical training

30-35 girls; No boys

Yes. Also the girls that had passed out had a very strong 
sense of camaraderie 

Interact with peers and mentors; 

Career development. The girls are enabled to take up a career that 
is highly gratifying and they realise that being in health services 
is both fulfulling and makes them financially independent

~5% mostly due to getting into a marriage

Yes



Project site in middle of Chennai; Hospitals all over Chennai; Commute
by bus

Class rooms; mid day meals; after classes meals; furniture; library; 
toilets; training equipment; play grounf

Permamanent in good condition; Its a school premesis in very good
condition

1 class per year; 2 classes total; class rooms can fit >60 students;
class size is 30-40



Intern in hospitals; join as full time nurses



Report attached



I visited the Sarva Vidya Trust on Jan 8 2013. The visit was pre-planned 
and all the Project co-ordinator Mrs.Thenmozhi was present with all other 
trustees. Some Alumni students; Second year and 1st year students were also
invited in advance to talk with me.

The project operates from a room which in the campus of Ramkrishna 
Mission School, in T.Nagar, Chennai. The School had provided classrooms and other 
facilities. The principal of the school seemed to hold the organization and their
trustees in high regard

I met with the Mrs. Thenmozhi and the trustees first and they gave me a quick
run down on the motives of the project. The main goal of the project is to give
vocational training to girls after their high school in nursing. Its a 2 year 
certificate program (The degree is conferred by Bharat Sevak Samaj, a nationally
recognized degree) in nursing with a strong bent on practical training at top private
hospitals in the city. The student pay about Rs9000 for the 2 year course.
High school students are recruited by Mrs. Thenmozhi through
visits to rural towns. The project seems to be very well run in terms of management
and Mrs.Thenmozhi appeared very passionate.

Later I met with some alumni of the program. The girls were very confident and it
was impressive to see how well they communicated with a complete stranger. 
They had a very strong sense of camaraderie. They were very proud of their careers
and seemed very satisfied with the impact their work had. They seemed to have gotten
 exposure to a lot of real life situations. Even if the students I spoke to were 
cherry picked, there were more than 8-9 girls all of whom seemed very mature and 
confident, which is more than 25% of the class. My opinion is that the program 
played a very important factor in their success

I visited a classroom in progress with ~30 students. It was an english class taught
in English and they were 1st year nursing students. In contrast with the alumni, 
these students were less than 2 year younger but were much more shy and had 
inhibition in communication. Nevertheless they seemed very cheerful and motivated 
about the program and seemed genuinely interested in making this vocational training 
work for their career.

I also got a chance to talk to some 2nd year students and they narrated anecdotes on 
their work in hospitals. They also seemed very certain that they would land jobs 
right after they graduate.

I was also given a tour of the libary of nursing material and training tools that 
the trust had bought with the help of Asha's funding from previous years. 

Overall I had a very good impression of the program, the perspective and training 
that it gave to the girls and the efficient management of the training and trust

Thanks for the opportunity,

Niveditha Arumugam 


